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QUESTION 1

While launching a site migrated from Magento 1 you are instructed to change the website CNAME record in your DNS
provider by Magento for go live 

What is the purpose of setting this record9 

A. Setting this record causes sent email to be property authenticated and not show in junk folders 

B. Setting this record enables the page caching service for your site 

C. Setting this record is needed on Pro to allow upsizing servers without downtime 

D. Setting this record reduces the time it takes for customers to start seeing your Magento 2 site 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A merchant using Magento Commerce Cloud Pro reports an issue with an order missing transaction data. 

The application uses a payment gateway integration which posts a series of callbacks to Magento. 

You would like to retrieve a complete list of calls to build a timeline of what happened. 

How do you achieve this? 

A. Use the magento -cloud environment: logs command to retrieve the access. log file from Production 

B. Use SSH to access all nodes and investigate the access. leg riles 

C. Use the magento-cloud environment:ssh command to access the environment and investigate the access.log file 

D. View the access. logfile in the Project web UI 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

You want to improve the ability to monitor Production deployments by setting up an email notification system. 

How do you achieve this? 

A. Enable Deployment Notifications under Configure Environment > Settings in the Protect Web 

B. Build a custom module which hooks into the deployment phase and sends emails in real-time 

C. Configure log notifications in the.magento.env.yaml file 

D. Use the magento-cloud environment:deploy:email command to enable email notifications 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

You want to exclude some themes from static assets generation only for integration environments You are trying to
choose where to set the scd_exclude_themes variable in the . magento.env.yaml tile or in the Project WeD Ul. 

What prevents the usage of the . magento. env.yaml file? 

A. Child environments inherit the variable when you use the . magento. env. yaml file 

B. The code from integration would be merged into the Staging and Production branches 

C. The .magento.env.yama file can contain only deployment configuration options, which are only available it static
assets generation runs on the deploy phase 

D. Only variables which are set using the Project Web Ul has the option visible during build 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Your team is working on two ma)or changes affecting the product page and you want the ability to implement and test
these changes in parallel. Your company is using the Pro plan. 

How do you achieve this using the Project Web Ul? 

A. Create branches from Production to ensure the catalog is up to date 

B. Create branches from Integration to facilitate merging 

C. Create branches from the Magento Cloud Docker image to ensure the changes are made on the most recent
codebase 

D. Create branches from Staging to ensure the changes are tested on an environment similar toProduction 

Correct Answer: A 
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